Suppose that X is a compact subset of a Banach space B. Then the closure of the convex hull of X, conv(X), is a compact absolute retract that contains X. Browder [4] has shown that if U is an open subset of B that contains X, then there exists a compact absolute neighborhood retract lϋ* such that X C R* £ U. Both of these results have proven to be useful in Fixed Point Theory. See, for example, the work of Browder mentioned above and the work of Gόrniewicz and Granas [9] .
Let X be a compact subset of a normed linear space N. The purpose of this paper, Theorem 1, is to show that there exists a compact absolute retract R such that XQRζZN. Further, it is shown that if U is an open subset of N that contains X, then there exists a compact absolute neighborhood retract R* such that X Q R* QU. 1* Preliminaries* Absolute retracts and absolute neighborhood retracts for metric spaces will be denoted by AR and ANR respectively. We use the notation d (x, E) (d(x, y) ) for the distance from a point x to a set E (to a point y). A continuous function f\X->R will be called a retraction if R £ X and f(x) = x for each x e R. LEMMA 1. Let (N, || \\) be an infinite dimensional normed linear space, X be a compact subset of N, F be a finite dimensional subspace that is disjoint from X, and ε be greater than 0. Then there exists a finite dimensional subspace E that contains F, is disjoint from X, and for all x e X, d(x, E) < ε.
Proof Let U* be an open subset of N. We show that there exists a finite dimensional subspace E* that contains F, meets U, and is disjoint from X. Let B be the closure of an open set that is contained in U and is disjoint from X. For each 6 θ B, let E b be the 82 JACK GIROLO subspace generated by 6 and F. Suppose that for each such 6, E b n X Φ 0. Let b n be an arbitrary sequence in B, and let x n e E b% Π X. Now b n can be expressed in the form b n = v n + t n x n where v n eF and t n is a real number. The sequences \\v n \\ and \t n \ are bounded, and the sequence x n lies in the compact set X. Thus there exist subsequences v nk , x nk , t nk , vectors v e F, x e X and t e R such that b njc = v Wfc + x «fc -*v + tx. Since J5 is closed v + txeB. This leads us to conclude that B is compact contrary to the fact that B has nonempty interior. Therefore, there exists a subspace E* satisfying the desired properties. Now cover X with a finite collection of open sets U u U 2 , , U % , each with radius less than ε/2. By applying the result in the above paragraph n times, we are able to construct a finite dimensional subspace E that contains F, is disjoint from X, and meets each of the Uj. Let xe X. There exists a Uj and a, y e E such that x, y e Uj. Then <Z(a?, J5) <; d(x, y) < ε, and this completes the proof. DEFINITION 1. [5] Let (N,\\ ||) be a normed linear space. Then the norm is said to be strictly convex if for all x, y not equal to 0, II # + 2/11 -\\ χ \\ + II2/II implies that y -px for some p > 0.
Assume that (JV, || ||) is a strictly convex normed linear space and E is a finite dimensional subspace of N. It was observed in [2] that for each x e N there exists a unique closest point, denoted by Φ(x), in E. That is, φ(x)eE and d (x, φ(x) ) = d(α5, j&). The resulting function φ:N-+E, which is called a metric projection, has the following properties that are easily verified [2, 12] . 0 is continuous, Φ is idempotent: ^2 = φ, is homogeneous: φ(tx) = tφ(x) for all t e R and α? e N, and is quasi additive: φ(x + y) = ^(α) + 1/ for all #eiV and
We establish ^. Let a el and suppose x n is a sequence that converges to x. Without loss of generality we may assume that Φ(x n ) converges to some point y e E. Then || x -y || = lim^oo || x -^(α?J || = d (x, E) . So y = φ(x), and we conclude that φ is continuous. Proof. There exists a neighborhood U* of R in E and a retraction r*:t/* ->#. Set U= Φ~\U^) and define r:U->φ-\R) by r(x) = x + r*(φ(x)) -φ{x). It follows by properties ^ and ^ that r is a retraction.
Next set A = {xe Φ~\R)\ d(x, R) ^ e) and define s: Φ~\R) -> A by
The function s is a retraction. Since a retract of an ANR is an ANR, the proof of the lemma is complete.
2* The approximation theorem* A function f:X~^R will be called compact retraction provided / is a retraction and R is compact. If N is a normed linear space, and xeN, then B t (x) = {y e N: d(x, y) ^ ε} is called an JV-ball. In order to simplify the proof of the approximation theorem, we state the following definition. DEFINITION 2. Let K be a compact subset of a normed linear space N. Then an ε-pair of K in N, denoted by (N, K, P* f P, ε), consists of ANR's P* and P such that K £ Int(P*), P* £ P £ ΛΓand if x e P*, |/eP and
The proof of the approximation theorem is similar in certain respects to [3, p. 108] .
THEOREM. Let (N, || ||) be a normed space and let X be a compact subset of N. Then there exists a compact absolute retract R such that X Q R £ N. If U is an open subset of N that contains X, then there exists a compact absolute neighborhood retract R* such that X
Proof. A straightforward argument establishes the result when the dimension of N is finite. In that which follows we assume that the dimension of N is infinite.
Let D be a countable dense subset of X. Then the closure of the linear span of D is a separable normed linear space that contains X. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that JV is separable. Further, we may assume that X does not contain the origin. Every separable normed linear space has an equivalent strictly convex normed [5] . Consequently, we may assume that || || is strictly convex.
It will be shown that for n = 1, 2, 3, , there exists (IJ a finite dimensional subspace E n 2 E n _ x {E Q =0) with metric projection φ n : N->E n such that if xeX then d(x, E n ) < ε n <: e^/18 (fio -18), (ΠJ a 36,-pair of φ n {X) in E ny (E n , φ n {X), P n *, P n , 3εJ, (IIIJ an ANR A n = {x:xe φ~\PJ and d(x, PJ ^ 3ε Λ } (A o = N) such that X S Int A n9 A n £ IntζA^) and P._ 1 n A n = 0(P O -0), and (IVJ a compact retraction / n : A Λ _!-> JR Λ (JB 0 = 0,/ o = 0) that satisfies ί n nA, = P., Λ Π i^ = P*_ lf Λ(α?) = /^(α?) for x e bd{A n _,), f n (x) = φ n ( x ) for x 6 A ny and if a? 6 A n _, and d(α;, i2J <; 3, then d(x, f n (x) , n the conditions can be satisfied. We show that for k = n + 1, there exist appropriate functions and sets that satisfy the conditions. By condition (IIIJ we have X £ Int (A J = {x: x e Φ~\P n ) and d(x 9 P n ) ^ 3ε w }. There exists an open set W n of N such that l£ W n <^A n ,W n f)P n =0, and φ n (W n ) £ Int(P*). This follows from (II J. Let e* +ι -d(Σ 9 N -TFJ. The retraction is constructed in such a manner that d{x,
It is easy to see that P£ +1 and P n+ι are ANR's [3, p. 90] , and it follows that (E n+1 , φ n+1 (X) 9 P£+i, P»+i, 3ε H+1 ) is a 3ε Λ+1 -pair of φ n+1 (X) We also note that φ n (P n+1 ) £ P*. This follows since
We set 5 Λ+1 -{x: a? 6 ^Λ +1 n ^(Pί) and d(α;, P*) ^ (23/18)eJ. Suppose a?eP Λ+1 . Then xeE n+1 .
Also, cZ(x, P*) ^ d(α?, X) + ε n . By (1) and the definitions of P* and ε Λ+1 , we have d(a?, P*) <; 5ε Λ+1 + ε Λ ( 23/18)ε Λ . We conclude that P n+1 £ B Λ+1 . By Lemma 2 and the fact that E n+1 is finite dimensional, we have that B n+1 is a compact ANR. Furthermore, it is clear that B n+1 £ Int(AJ. We defined Sί+i = P U B Λ+1 U A Λ+1 .
It is clear that R* +1 is a closed subspace of A n and by [3, p. 90 (x) ) < ε w+1 . By the definition of A n+1 it follows that d(0 #+1 (r. +1 (αθ), r β+1 (a?)) < 3e #+1 . By (1) d(φ n+1 (r n+1 (x) ), X) < 5ε Λ+1 . From condition (IJ, we conclude that if z e X then <Z(s, PJ < ε Λ . Combining the above we get
As in the case above, d(x f r n+1 (x)) < e n+1 . Note that in this case r n+1 (x) = Φ» +1 (r n+1 (x) 
Thus, disc, φ n {x)) ^ ε n+1 + (23/18)ε n and (r n+ι (x))\ φ n (x)) £ 2ε n+1 + ^ §-ε n Thus, by (ΠJ the segment [φ n (φ Λ+1 {r n+ί (x))) 9 
ΦM]^P»
Finally, suppose r n+1 (x) 6 P n . As in the cases above,
So d(^(^+ 1 (r Λ+1 (α?))), ^»(α?)) < 2ε n+1 < 3ε n . We also conclude in this final case that the segment [φ*(φ n +ι(r n+ι (x))), It follows that f n+1 is a compact retraction from A Λ to R n+1 , R n+1 n A w+1 = P n+ι , R n+1 f]R n = P n , Λ +1 (&) = Λ(α) for a; e bd(A n ) and f n+1 (x) -Φ n +ι{x) for α G A Λ+1 . It is easy to see that if x e A n , then d (x, R n+1 ) ^ 3 and d(x, f n+1 (x) ) ^ 3e Λ .
We have satisfied the conditions for k = n + 1; thus, the conditions can be satisfied for all k. Set R = (j£U (-RJ U X.
We define f:N-+R by d(f(x) , f(y)) < e and we conclude that / is continuous at x. It is easy to see that R is compact and f(x) -x for each x e R. Thus, f:N->R is a compact retraction. The space R is the desired AR.
Let U be an open set that contains X. Then there exists an n such that A n is a closed subset of U. Now A n is an absolute neighborhood retract for metric spaces. So there exists an open set V of U that contains A n and a retraction r:V -> A Λ . Then /|il Λ or is the desired retraction, and iϋ* -f(A n ) is the desired ANR.
3* Applications* In this section, Theorem 1 will be used to establish a number of results.
The following extension theorem is due to Dugundji and Granas [7] . Proof. The Dugundji extension theorem [6] assures that / has an extension jp 7 *:X->iV. Theorem 1 implies that there exists a compact AR R such that f{A) £ R. There exists a retraction r: N-* R. The composition roF* -F is the desired extension. Proof. By the Arens-Eells embedding theorem [1] , X can be realized as a closed subset of a normed linear space N.
There exists a retraction r:N->X from N to X. By Theorem 1 there exists a compact AR R such that f(X) £ R. Set g = f°r\R.
Since every compact AR has the fixed point property, the function g: R->R has a fixed point x. Thus, x = g(x) = f(r(x)) = f(x). So / has a fixed point.
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The Cech homology groups and the singular homology groups of a compact AR are isomorphic [13, p. 145 A multi-valued upper semi-continuous mapping φ:X-+Y is said to be admissible if for each xeX, φ{x) is compact and acyclic [8, 9] . The following theorem, which is a generalization of Theorem 2, is an important special case of the principal result of [8] . Proof. Gόrniewicz and Granas [9] prove this result for the case that X is a topologically complete ANR. Their argument carries over to the incomplete case if Lemma 9.1 of [9] is replaced by Theorem 1.
The following theorem, which is a special case of [4.4, p. 95, 10] follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 11 of [4] . 
